Burning Man Aggregates The Single Largest Collection of
Assholes On Earth
Burning Man people don’t care what you say about them. Most of them know that they are
utterly narcissistic sex and drug crazed idiots with no concept of consequences. They live for the
next rationalization. They acquire all of the drugs, the mindless sex and the vapid cult-like BS
they desire at Burning Man, so they are willing to endure the bright lights of public derision.
There are almost no black people at Burning Man. Burning Man is a “look at us White Folks” kind of
thing.
There are almost no people at Burning Man who are not on medication or who do not need to be deeply
medicated.
There are no “burners” who tolerate any outsiders who do not comply with their delusions.
There are almost no women at Burning Man who are not dressed as hookers yet they scream all day
about “women’s rights” and “equal appreciation”. Women at Burning Man allow strangers to come up
and squeeze their boobs.
There are almost no Burning Man people who have ever actually thought about the fact that they are
copying a Mel Gibson movie (Mad Max) made by a corporation in order to try to be anti-corporate.
90% of the people at Burning Man have Herpes, 30% have HIV/AIDS and over 1000 people get a new
case of Syphilis at each new Burning Man.
Hundreds of young women are date raped at Burning Man, in drug-induced stupors, and the amnesiac
effects of the drugs used prevent them from even remembering the date rapes.
Law enforcement bugs every internet network and phone App that can touch the Burning Man site.
The dust at Burning Man is filled with toxic materials from Nevada weapons tests.
Everything at Burning Man is covered in dirt and dust.
So WHY do you want to go to Burning Man?

Going to Burning Man is a middle-age cry for help - New York
Post
New York Post. latest in living ... Why millennials cheat less than their parents ... if Burning Man sets
the stage for them to be the way that they really ...
nypost.com/2016/08/29/going-to-burning-man-is-a-midd...

From sex to friendship, are millennials' lives ruled by ...
From sex to friendship, are millennials' lives ruled by narcissism? ... As she leaves Burning Man, Witt
tries to imagine a future sexuality without shame, ...
newstatesman.com/culture/books/2017/01/sex-friendship

2015 Which Famous Assholes Are Going To Burning Man ...
Who are the rich and famous a**holes you'll see turnt up at the turnkey camps of Burning Man 2015?
Based on their public comments, social media posts and history of ...
https://burners.me/2015/08/06/2015-which-famous-assholes-are...

Which Famous A**holes Are Going To Burning Man 2017? Broke ...
But it will probably be a more beautiful thing for you if you can avoid me and these assholes at
Burning Man 2017. Like this article?
brokeassstuart.com/blog/2017/08/03/famous-aholes-going-burn

Why the rich love Burning Man - Salon.com
In principle the annual Burning Man festival sounds a bit like a socialist utopia: bring thousands of
people to an empty desert to create an alternative ...
salon.com/2015/08/27/why_the_rich_love_burning_man

'Burning Man for the 1%': the desert party for the tech elite ...
Further Future is the tech-centric, unapologetically luxurious alternative to Burning Man, complete
with personal assistants, spa treatments and fine dining
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2016/may/02/furt

Burning Anus issues a Burning Man, Rectum, Burning
Sensation after a Burner Bowel ...
A burning sensation in the anus or during and after a bowel movement is not an uncommon experience
and every person may experience it at some point in time.
healthhype.com/burning-anus-rectum-burning-sensation-

Burning Man, Festival Of The Rich | Forum | Archinect
Does burning man even matter ... Burning Man, Festival Of The Rich ... and see the cultural
appropriated deadlocked white assholes in my Minute Man bunker in ...
archinect.com/forum/thread/133810975/burning-man-festi

Sex Advice From Burning Man Attendees - Nerve
I don't want to be the asshole pushing her head down, ... Good for man junk, ... What kind of etiquette
is appropriate for picking up people at Burning Man?
nerve.com/advice/sex-advice-from/sex-advice-from-bu...

The Dark Side of Burning Man: Rape on the Playa | The ...
Whenever you hear about Burning Man, it's often about the art, the peace, the spiritual enlightenment,
and, most importantly, the freedom. Some burners, as the...
https://archives.sfweekly.com/exhibitionist/2012/09/19/the-dark-side-of...

